
 

Intranet Security Threats Hunting System
Main Functions 
‣Malware Analysis and Forensics 

eDetector has the ability to detect unknown 
malware. With this function, you would never be 
helpless against APT attacks. Besides, eDetector can 
assist you to build an Intranet Security Alarm 
System, which makes it possible to find the hiding 
zombie computers earlier. We could hence take the 
necessary actions against attacks in the shortest 
time, avoiding the enlarged tragedy of the 
information security issues. 

Malware analysis function 
eDetector analyzes the dynamic 

behaviors in the computer memory, 
and it can detect the behavior traces in 
the computer memory left by the 
malware while implanting into the 
system. The behavior traces include 
malicious code injection, program 
hidden/ file hidden, core intercept, 
Internet connection, abnormal start-up 
s e r v i c e s , d e t e c t m u t u a l l y 
exclusive…,etc. With the behavior 
analysis function, no matter how 
covertly the malware trying to hide, 
they can’t avoid the detection from 
eDetector. 

With optional MetaDefender’s Big Data library purchased, eDetector can also be 
integrated with its library. In this way, the files in the disk of the computer/ server with Agent 
resided on can be thoroughly scanned, which makes it possible for the information security 
manager to find the malware undetected in the disk and protect the computers from being 
hacked. 

‣Digital Traces Collection and Analysis for 
Information Security Event  

eDetector also possesses rapid digital traces 
collection function. With this function, we could 
conduct deep analysis in the early stage of a 
malware penetration event, leading us to the origin 
of the event. While strengthening the structure of 
the information security system and formulating 
policies in the future, these analysis could also be 
the reference information.



Digital Traces Collection and 
Analysis 

eDetector can collect more than 20 
types of system condition data, including 
Internet browsing, recent open file, USB usage 
log, program execution trace, Auto-run 
program, Master File Table（$MFT）. With the 
collection and analysis of the information, the 
information security manager would be able 
to find the origin of the malware implantation 
event in the early stage. In consequence, the 
information security manager can provide the 
reference information for future information 
security strengthening and education training.

Report 
eDetector can export reports for both 
enterprises and organizations. The report 
consists of three parts: 

‣ S u m m a r y：p i e c h a r t s d i s p l a y s t h e 
distribution of computers infected by 
malware/  computer seems to be infected/ 
normal computer; and bar charts shows the 
ranks of the user computers which is 
infected by most malware 

‣ Dynamic and Static indicators of malware 
analysis: display various types of risk 
indicators used to determine whether there’s 
implantation of malware  

‣ Path of malware: indicate the full path of the 
malware

Features Features 
‣ Central control system provided. User can 

collect digital traces, analyze the processes in 
the memory and even search the files in 
client’s disk. 

‣ Adopts behavior analysis. Detect and analyze 
all the processing programs and the modules 
loaded , and regularly inform the user about 
abnormal situations via e-mail 

‣ For the suspicious processing programs, draw 
an interrelationship digraph to assist the users 
to search for the origin of the malware 

‣ Stop the executing malware to discontinue 
the activities of the hiding hacker and draw an 
IP address map 

‣ Have ability to analyze the deleted files (ex: 
The downloader of malware )  

‣ View all the services, auto-run programs and 
scheduled tasks to search for abnormal 
startup programs 

‣ Built-in white list which automatically excludes 
the Microsoft applications. User can 
customize/ import  the black/white list 

‣ Collect the user computer’s windows explorer 
data to search, apply the filter and get the 
files back. 

‣ Forensics level Digital Traces collection: 
automatically calculate the MD5/SHA of the 
traces collected to ensure the remain of the 
original 
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